Chief of Grid
Pre-Event Responsibilities
• Ensure that your grid is set up with enough spaces to accommodate drivers in each heat. Ask
the Administrative Manager for approximate car counts when setting up grid
• Retrieve cone toppers from the SCCA Timing trailer for the 100 and 200 grids
o Ensure when you are setting up the toppers that your grid serpentines
• Ensure that cars are faced in best direction to easily get to the start and back from the finish
without having to cross over too much traffic
• Check the list of workers to determine who might be a good Grid Captain for each Heat.
Event Day Responsibilities
• Ensure that you know when (if there are any) the Junior Karts are running so you can work with
the Youth Steward to protect the kids while also helping move the event along as quickly as
possible when they are done running.
• Ensure that you are available to work with your grid workers prior to the start of each Heat to
explain any nuances of grid at your particular location or if there are any oddities in a particular
run group
• Ensure that grid workers understand to run the cars in the order they are on the provided Grid
Run Order Sheets
• Ensure that grid workers understand where the mid heat split is for the sweep car (CT only)
• Ensure that one Grid worker wears a head set so communication with Timing and Scoring or the
Operating Steward is not delayed
• Ensure that the grid workers know how many cars to keep staged and that they maintain that
number at all times
• Assign a worker(s) to keep records on re-runs, mechanicals and two-driver cars.
o Each re-run should have a timer set on the car when it returns to its grid spot. It should
not return to the start line until 5 minutes have elapsed.
o Each mechanical should have a timer set and should not exceed 10 minutes (CT/MT
only). Driver Time-out at ProSolo should have a timer set and should not exceed 6
minutes.
o Two driver cars should have the time of the drivers written down when they return from
course. Neither of the drivers should return to the start line until a minimum of 5
minutes have elapsed.
• If you determine that the grid run order needs modification, please notify Timing as soon as
possible. DO NOT change the run order without notifying Timing & Scoring first as this can
affect the sweep car (CT only) or end of heat.
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